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Welcome 

Tribal Habits is the complete learning platform for modern organisations. TribalHabits provides 
you online training that is easy to create, engaging to learn and simple to manage. At Tribal 
Habits, we break the learning journey of these organisations into five stages. 

Manage training online 
Organisations waste a great deal of time with offline management of training. It is time-consuming 
and frustrating while issues with version control mean training information is often out of date. 

Meet compliance needs 
Compliance training is a vital part to your organisation’s strategy, protecting staff and boosting 
the bottom line. Organisations must be proactive, not responsive, in managing these needs. 

Convert existing training 
If you’re running workshops or have ‘How to’ manuals, you’ve done the hard work in creating 
content. Converting existing training to online modules dramatically leverages your content. 

Optimise employee induction 
How new employees are brought into an organisation matters. Optimising employee induction 
reduces churn, engages staff, reduces rework and makes new starters productive in less time. 

Share best practices 
Your top employees develop unique skills and approaches. Successful organisations capture and 
transfer this knowledge, increasing workforce capability and protecting against knowledge drain. 

 

In this guidebook, we present a series of success stories from organisations across Australia who 
have utilised Tribal Habits across all five stages of this learning journey. You can use these stories 
as inspiration for what you can achieve in your organisation! 

After reviewing these stories, if you feel like Tribal Habits might be a potential fit for your 
organisation, please contact us and we’d be happy to examine your learning, training and 
knowledge objectives (with absolutely no obligations either). 

And now, I invite you to enjoy these success stories! Good luck! 

David King 
Founder  |  Tribal Habits 
david@tribalhabits..com  
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Challenge Community Services and a rapid 
shift to online learning during COVID-19 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
The COVID 19 pandemic meant 
that face-to-face training was no 
longer feasible for Challenge 
Community Services. A rapid shift 
to online learning was required. 

After a thorough selection process, 
Tribal Habits was rapidly 
implemented to provide staff and 
carers with interactive online 
training that was available at any 
time and place. 

The program was quickly 
implemented, significant cost 
savings were recorded and both the 
quality of training and end-user 
satisfaction has improved. Challenge 
Community Services is now rolling 
Tribal Habits out to more parts of 
its operations. 

 
Challenge Community Services is a not for profit organisation that provides disability support and 
foster care. With over 900 staff, the organisation has grown to be one of the largest community 
support services in New South Wales providing support to over 2500 people from Albury to 
Lismore, Sydney, Dubbo, Tamworth and beyond.  

The organisation faces a difficult training landscape with a mixture of permanent and part-time 
staff as well as a network of carers spread across the state of NSW. The carer network itself 
presents a unique training challenge. This group undergoes significant turnover and training must 
be delivered to an ever-changing group of learners. 

The sensitive nature of the organisation’s work means that training is critical to ensuring its staff 
perform optimally and consistently and that both carers and those they care for receive the best 
support they possibly can.  
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The Pre-Covid world 
Before 2020, the Challenge Foster Care ran all it’s training sessions face-to-face. Given the 
geographic dispersion of caseworkers and carers, this led to substantial travel costs and significant 
time away from the desk while staff were getting to and from site visits. 

As the COVID 19 pandemic took hold in early 2020, the organisation knew it needed to shift its 
face-to-face training onto an online alternative. It was legally and physically impossible for 
training sessions to be held face-to-face. 

As the organisation started to look for solutions, one thing became quickly apparent. Any online 
training would need to be custom-built. The nature of the information that needed to be 
communicated meant that generic off the shelf training would not be fit for purpose. 

Weighing up the options 
With this prerequisite in mind, Challenge Foster Care started evaluating several learning platform 
providers. After considerable deliberation, Tribal Habits was elected over a conventional LMS 
provider for the following reasons 

• The feature set of competing LMSs was suited to large enterprise-level organisations.   
• Tribal Habits was far more cost-effective than the other solutions investigated. 
• LMS platforms required third-party content creation which came at a huge expense. Tribal 

Habits’ training creator function meant this cost would be avoidable with Tribal Habits  
• Content libraries provided by LMS are not easily editable, and generic training would not 

be fit for Challenge Foster Care’s purpose. 
• As a social enterprise, Challenge Foster Care commits to buying from Australian 

organisations and unlike most LMSs Tribal Habits is 100% Australian owned. 

Weighing up the options 
After selecting Tribal Habits, the team at Challenge Foster Care quickly got to work. The 
organisation had a vast catalogue of physical training resources that it needed to convert into 
online learning. There was also a desire to create entirely new training assets. 
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A team of two staff, with little experience in creating online learning, were able to transfer the 
existing training and create new online learning experiences under very tight timelines. This 
accomplishment was achieved through a lot of hard work and was supported by Tribal Habits 
training creation aids including:  

• Following Tribal Habits’ in-built guided process that walks training creators through 
capturing and structuring ideas into interactive training modules.  

• Using Sage – An AI-based training instructor that provides feedback throughout the 
training creation process. 

• Accessing free training reviews by Tribal Habits expert instructional designers. 
• Using Tribal Habits templates to fast track training creation. 

“CREATING TRAINING WAS A BREEZE; THE DRAG AND DROP EDITOR 

MAKES IT SO SIMPLE TO DEVELOP ONLINE LEARNING THAT’S ENGAGING 

AND INTERACTIVE. I THOUGHT WE’D NEED TO LEARN TO CODE TO 

DELIVER TRAINING THAT’S AS BEAUTIFUL AND FUNCTIONAL AS THIS.” 
BRADLEY BURNS | OOHC ABORIGINAL PROGRAM COORDINATOR | COMMUNITY CHALLENGE 

SERVICES 

The results 
Feedback from both internal staff members and the carers that have accessed the new training has 
been resoundingly positive. Participants have found the new training:   

 Is more engaging  
 Requires a smaller time commitment from learners 
 Allows participants to access training on their own schedule  
 Is far more contemporary than previous training, and is driving better results. 

The always available nature of the online platform has also removed a friction point where people 
were forced to wait for minimum training group sizes before a session could be run.  

“WE USED TO HAVE PEOPLE WHO’D BE WAITING SIX MONTHS FOR 

TRAINING. BUT NOW IT’S AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ANY TIME. THERE’S NO 

NEED TO WAIT FOR MINIMUM CLASS SIZES OR DEAL WITH SCHEDULING 

NIGHTMARES. IT’S ALL THERE AT THE CLICK OF A BUTTON.” BRADLEY BURNS | 
OOHC ABORIGINAL PROGRAM COORDINATOR | COMMUNITY CHALLENGE SERVICES 

Enormous cost savings 
Challenge Foster Care’s move to online training has netted significant cost savings while 
improving the standard of training across the organisation. The organisation was able to cancel a 
previous subscription to a series of online training courses that were running up a bill of more than 
$50,000 a year. The savings accrued by reducing travel-related expenses dwarf this number. 

“REMOVING TRAVEL FROM OUR TRAINING PROGRAM HAS NOT ONLY 

SAVED OUR ORGANISATION AN UNTOLD AMOUNT OF MONEY, IT’S 

REDUCED THE AMOUNT OF TIME OUR STAFF NEED TO STAY AWAY FROM 

THEIR DESKS AND THEIR FAMILIES. WE’RE GETTING BETTER RESULTS IN 
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HALF THE TIME. THE RESULT OF THAT IS HAPPIER, MORE PRODUCTIVE 

WORKERS. IT’S HARD TO PUT A DOLLAR VALUE ON THAT.” BRADLEY 

BURNS | OOHC ABORIGINAL PROGRAM COORDINATOR | COMMUNITY 

CHALLENGE SERVICES 

Next steps  
Challenge Foster Care committed to developing a learning hub that will be powered by Tribal 
Habits. This hub will build on and further the training already provided to staff and will become 
the primary training contact point for the carer network. 

“WHILE IT MAY HAVE BEEN COVID19 THAT FORCED US INTO ONLINE 

LEARNING, THERE’S NO WAY WE’RE GOING BACK. I THINK IN THE 

FUTURE, WE’LL BE DELIVERING 95% OF OUR TRAINING ONLINE AND JUST 

5% IN PERSON. WE’RE DELIGHTED WITH THE PLATFORM AND THE 

RESULTS ITS PROVIDED US.” BRADLEY BURNS | OOHC ABORIGINAL PROGRAM 

COORDINATOR | COMMUNITY CHALLENGE SERVICES 
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Cardno and rapid development of customised 
online training 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
Cardno wanted to achieve two key 
goals: 
1. Uncover and share the unique 
skills and approaches that the 
company has established to serve its 
market.  
2. Detail the way traditional training 
approaches and business 
methodologies are rolled out and 
applied within the Cardno 
ecosystem. 

Understanding that off-the-shelf 
training would not deliver on its 
desired outcomes, Cardno used 
Tribal Habits to create engaging 
online learning rapidly. This 
training was used to share company-
specific knowledge and instruct staff 
how the PMBOK project 
management approach was to be 
applied within the organisation. 

Cardno quickly developed and 
rolled out several highly engaging 
online training modules. These 
modules have been very well 
received with training approval rates 
above 90% and completion rates 
above 75%. Cardno estimates the 
solution cost a quarter of what a 
traditional e-learning authoring 
solution would have. 

 
When off-the-shelf training won’t do 
Cardno is a global infrastructure, environmental and social development company which has been 
making a difference across communities around the globe for 75 years.  

Guided by its core values, Cardno is committed to the development of its people and the employee 
experience it creates through its innovative learning programs. The result is an engaged workforce 
whose skills and expertise are proven to succeed in its market.  

Before engaging with Tribal Habits, Cardno had identified and explored different options for 
digital learning and training. The motivating factor behind this move was an understanding that 
while off-the-shelf training materials held great value and had a place within the organisation, 
there were parts of the business that required bespoke training to be created. 

A training narrative had been built around Cardno-specific training. This approach had two high-
level objectives: 

1. Uncovering and sharing the unique skills and approaches that the company has established 
to serve its market.  

2. Detailing the way traditional training approaches and business methodologies are rolled 
out and applied within the Cardno ecosystem. 
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We knew we had to build our own 
The team quickly identified that sharing company-specific knowledge would require the creation 
of a suite of training modules. 

Cardno uses a leading authoring tool which exports to SCORM (Sharable Content Object 
Reference Model) files as a solution to its training creation challenge. However, there were some 
challenges with the tool. Creating training required graphic design skills, instructional design skills 
and specific software knowledge. These were skills that few in the organisation possessed and 
created a bottleneck in the development of training. The team has also worked with third-party 
providers with great success, but the investment and timeframes of the arrangement could not 
deliver the large training load Cardno required. 

It quickly became apparent that a simpler, faster and more user-friendly solution was needed to 
create training. Cardno was searching for a solution which was cost-effective and scalable but 
could also be updated rapidly. One of the biggest challenges faced when using traditional e-
learning authoring tools is that the process of making changes and updates is tedious, requiring 
system knowledge and involving multiple downloads and uploads of training packages. 

“WHAT IT BOILED DOWN TO WAS WE KNEW WE WANTED TO DO THINGS 

THE CARDNO WAY AND WE KNEW THAT TRADITIONAL E-LEARNING 

TOOLS WERE TOO LIMITED AND TOO SLOW TO GET US THERE IN THE 

TIMEFRAMES WE WERE WORKING TO.” JAMES HANSON – GLOBAL ORGANISATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER – CARDNO 

After exploring their options, the Cardno team came across Tribal Habits, a platform that allows 
organisations to create engaging online training modules rapidly. The team was impressed with 
the ease by which Tribal Habits training could be created and updated. Furthermore, Tribal 
Habits guided process and simple drag and drop editor meant anyone at Cardno could start 
creating training without the requisite skills of graphic and instructional design traditional 
solutions demanded. 
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After a successful trial, the team quickly found their feet with Tribal Habits and committed to 
three streams of work within the tool. 

1. Project Management ‘The Cardno Way’ 
As a professional services firm, effective project management is a significant part of what makes 
Cardno successful. The organisation invests in project management training (PMBOK) to ensure 
its people are accessing and utilising best practices in the project management space. 

While this training is very effective, the team identified a gap which, if filled, could make project 
management training even more powerful within the organisation. PMBOK training is generic in 
its nature; it’s built to be applicable across a range of organisations and industries. What Cardno 
wanted to do was to pair the off-the-shelf training with a suite of highly specialised training 
modules designed to explain exactly how this methodology would play out in the day-to-day 
projects managed by its people. 

“PMBOKS PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY IS FANTASTIC, AND 

THE THEORY STANDS UP, BUT WE NEEDED A WAY TO TEACH AND 

COMMUNICATE HOW THIS METHODOLOGY WOULD APPLY TO CARDNO 

AND TO THE CHALLENGES AND NUANCES WE FACE ON A DAY-TO-DAY 

BASIS. TRIBAL HABITS FIT THE BILL PERFECTLY.” JAMES HANSON – GLOBAL 

ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER – CARDNO 

The team used Tribal Habits to create this suite of complementary training and rolled it out across 
the organisation, providing staff with an understanding of how the PMBOK methodology is to be 
applied through Cardno processes and supporting systems. 

2. Capturing and transferring excellence in business development 
Cardno identified that the unique nature of its organisation and its clients meant that traditional 
business development training would provide limited benefit to its people. Cardno is a diverse 
global organisation and the L&D team knew that there was a lot of company-specific, business 
development knowledge and wisdom within its workforce. 

THE CHALLENGE FOR CARDNO WAS TO GET THIS INFORMATION “OUT OF 

THE HEADS OF THE FEW” AND “INTO THE HANDS OF THE MANY.” JAMES 

HANSON – GLOBAL ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER – CARDNO 

To ensure business development best practices were embedded across the organisation, the team 
embarked on a knowledge-sharing exercise. 20 subject matter experts were asked to share the 
business development approaches they had honed over the years; these proven approaches were 
delivered via webinar and captured via video. Cardno knew if it could codify these approaches and 
roll them out across the broader team, it would have a highly relevant, proven, business 
development training package. 

Once the videos were recorded, they were “road tested” with some staff members whose feedback 
was that while the content was very good, watching long videos was not the most engaging 
delivery method for the content. 
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Cardno utilised Tribal Habits to bring this training to life. Using the subject matter expert videos 
as the backbone to the training, a series of fully interactive training modules were rapidly 
prepared. Developing these modules meant: 

• Context and guidance were added to the information provided by the subject matter 
experts. 

• Assessments and quizzes were used to engage staff and ensure the critical messages were 
being absorbed.  

• Reporting on completion rates, assessment results and two-way feedback could be gathered 
and analysed at the click of a button. 

To super-charge the speed at which these modules were created, Cardno elected to engage the 
Tribal Habits team to support the creation of these modules. 

“IT WOULD HAVE TAKEN US UP TO A YEAR TO CREATE THE TOPICS USING 

A TRADITIONAL E-LEARNING AUTHORING TOOL. WITH TRIBAL HABITS 

WE WERE DELIVERING AMAZING TRAINING IN THREE MONTHS, AND 

WE’VE ESTIMATED THE COST HAS BEEN ABOUT 25% OF WHAT IT WOULD 

HAVE BEEN HAD WE GONE WITH A TRADITIONAL SOLUTION.” JAMES HANSON 

– GLOBAL ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER – CARDNO 

3. Moving the needle on leadership training 
Cardno has delivered facilitator-led leadership training over recent years and has explored 
opportunities to roll out more scalable solutions to supplement these sessions.  

To ensure its leaders were working directly towards the achievement of organisational goals, a 
decision was made to create a Global Leadership Framework. This framework consisted of four 
pillars which were supported by eight enablers and a series of desired behaviours. 

This framework was highly specific to Cardno, and as such, it was identified that generic 
leadership training would not suffice. The team got to work with Tribal Habits to create training 
modules against each of the eight supporting enablers.  
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These modules spoke directly to the culture, opportunities and challenges present within the 
Cardno ecosystem and provided Cardno managers with a playbook of how to successfully lead 
within the organisation.  

The interactive elements of Tribal Habits were again used to engage staff and facilitate the flow 
and absorption of knowledge. 

“WE’RE USING SURVEYS TO UNDERSTAND ANY DEVELOPMENT 

OPPORTUNITIES IN OUR LEADERSHIP, AND IF WE IDENTIFY AN AREA OF 

IMPROVEMENT, WE CAN IMMEDIATELY DIRECT THAT PERSON TO A 

TRIBAL HABITS TRAINING MODULE WE’VE CREATED. THE MODULE WILL 

HELP IMPROVE THEIR UNDERSTANDING AND PERFORMANCE IN THAT 

AREA.” JAMES HANSON – GLOBAL ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER – CARDNO 

The results  
Cardno’s results on the Tribal Habits platform have been staggering. The team has developed over 
40 training topics and has delivered this training to 2310 active users. The project management 
training alone has had over 15,000 completions. 

Cardno sees an average of 96 logins per month indicating that the training content is engaging, 
highly scalable and evergreen. 

By working with Tribal Habits, Cardno can create and deliver vast volumes of training, and the 
L&D team can amend their training immediately, meaning the team is highly responsive to 
change. 

In terms of meeting objectives, 92% of participants have stated that their training through the 
systems is ‘going well’ or is ‘great’ and 75% of all assigned training has been completed (which is 
well above industry benchmarks). 

“TRIBAL HABITS HAS ALLOWED US TO DEVELOP A SOLUTION TO RAPIDLY 

CREATE CUSTOMISED TRAINING THAT IS SPECIFIC TO OUR NEEDS. THE 

SOLUTION IS VASTLY CHEAPER THAN THE ALTERNATIVES AND IS FASTER 

AND MORE FLEXIBLE THAN OUR PREVIOUS APPROACHES.” JAMES HANSON – 

GLOBAL ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER – CARDNO 

What’s next? 
The remarkable results delivered through these initiatives have greatly impressed the Cardno 
executive team. So much so, that discussions have already begun around localising some of the 
content created to make it applicable for rollout to each specific region. The team has also 
committed to creating training through Tribal Habits to optimise parts of Cardno’s induction 
process and graduate training commitments. 
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Carroll & O’Dea Lawyers driving operational 
excellence through customised training 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
As part of its commitment to 
operational excellence, Carroll & 
O'Dea Lawyers needed to deliver 
consistent training effectively to 
ensure processes were adhered to 
and that new starters were inducted 
into the firm as smoothly as 
possible. 

The organisation had limited 
capacity to commit to more face-to-
face training, so it implemented 
Tribal Habits to create a suite of 
complementary online learning 
modules. These modules were 
quickly created and rolled out to 
staff. 

Carroll & O'Dea's online learning 
program has greatly bolstered its 
face-to-face training efforts and has 
provided an always-available source 
of knowledge. The quality of 
training, particularly for new 
starters, has improved and new 
employees are becoming more 
productive in a shorter timeframe. 

 
Established more than 120 years ago, Carroll & O’Dea Lawyers (COD) continues to make a 
difference for its clients, its people and the community. Over the years, the firm has developed an 
important knowledge base in the areas of law it operates in and deep relationships with its clients. 

A commitment to operational excellence 
In 2020, COD continues its dedication to delivering value to its clients by focussing on people, 
process and technology. This commitment to operational excellence requires the sharing of 
knowledge and the delivery of excellence across all aspects of its practice. To achieve this, the 
organisation invests significantly in the training and development of its workforce.  

After a particularly busy period, the team was seeking to support its client-facing workload with 
its commitment to professional and personal development and began exploring ways to deliver 
training more efficiently.  

An internal review identified the employee induction process, and the optimisation of internal 
administrative tasks as two areas where standardising a common approach could reap significant 
benefits. It was thought that delivering training and knowledge through an online platform would 
enable the firm to improve the induction of new staff and provide valuable training content ‘on-
demand’ to everyone at the firm. 

The first objective of the training involved communicating how the firm handled new client 
enquiries. A process was already in place for how new enquiries were to be addressed and to 
whom they should be assigned. This is a critical part of the firm’s operations, and there was little 
tolerance for errors. 
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The second objective was to ensure that the induction of new starters into the firm was as smooth 
as possible. COD had identified that the weeks and months immediately after a new starter joined 
were critical to ensuring their ongoing success in the firm. The organisation had a formal, face-to-
face induction process in place, and felt this process should be supported and bolstered by an 
always-available, online offering. 

 
Finding the ‘right’ fit for online training 
COD identified that to achieve its goals in these areas, relevant, business-specific training needed 
to be created and delivered consistently. Standard off-the-shelf training would not get the job 
done. 

A heavy workload and busy people meant there was little capacity in the organisation to extend 
any further commitment to face-to-face training sessions, so an always available, online solution 
was required. As the training was to be created by staff members with multiple responsibilities 
within the firm, it was critical that the selected solution was simple to use.  

After some deliberation, and having worked with David King (CEO & Founder, Tribal Habits) 
previously, COD decided to bolster its face-to-face training efforts with Tribal Habits. This 
platform allowed it to create customised online training at a low cost quickly. 

 
Up and running in 24 hours 
Using the Tribal Habits platform, the team were able to rapidly build training modules that 
directly addressed the learning objectives of its new enquiry handling and employee induction 
initiatives.  

COD’s training modules leverage video, quizzes and other interactive elements to engage learners 
and bring training to life. The customised training created by the team is designed to support and 
build-on the face-to-face training sessions the organisation already runs. A great deal of the 
training was built using assets that already existed in the organisation. 
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“WE HAD OUR TWO TRAINING MODULES CREATED VERY QUICKLY AND 

WERE ROLLING THEM OUT ALMOST IMMEDIATELY TO OUR STAFF. OUR 

INTERNAL PROCESSES HAVE BEEN BROUGHT TO LIFE BY TRIBAL HABITS 

AND MADE THEM ACCESSIBLE AT THE CLICK OF A BUTTON.” SALLY KING – 

DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT – CARROLL & O’DEA 

LAWYERS 

The Results 
COD’s new training modules have been incredibly well-received across the business.  

New enquiries are now transferred to the correct team more accurately, and front-line staff have 
reported that the training has provided them with greater clarity on how to handle enquiries. For 
staff new to the firm, it has given them a head-start in getting across the way the firm works. It is 
also an excellent resource for others at the firm who want to learn more about the new systems 
and platforms being used by the firm at a time that is convenient for them. 

COD has also been able to change its end-to-end induction approach and process so that new 
starters are set up for success from day one. From aligning with organisational culture to reducing 
the time taken in face-to-face induction training, COD has revolutionised the way it brings new 
starters into the organisation. 

 

“WE USED TO SPEND THREE HOURS COACHING EACH NEW STAFF MEMBER 

ON ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS. NOW IT’S ALL MANAGED THROUGH A 

SHORT, ENGAGING ONLINE COURSE THAT’S AVAILABLE ANYTIME. IF 

ANYONE IS UNCERTAIN ABOUT ANYTHING, THEY CAN ALWAYS ASK A 

COLLEAGUE OR GO TO A PARTNER FOR CLARITY. WE’VE REDUCED OUR 

FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING HOURS, AND WE’RE GETTING MUCH BETTER 

RESULTS.” KIM TURNBULL – HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER – CARROLL & O’DEA LAWYERS 
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One of the most clearly defined results of the Tribal Habits implementation is the fact that 
employees now have a knowledge repository of company-specific information. Any time someone 
is unsure of a policy or process, all they need to do is log into Tribal Habits and review the 
relevant training. This has made employees more self-sufficient when it comes to finding answers 
to their questions and has reduced disruption within the firm.   

“IF EVER THERE IS A DISPUTE OR MISUNDERSTANDING IN EITHER OF THESE 

AREAS, IT’S EASY TO LOOK BACK TO THE TRAINING AS A REFERENCE 

POINT.” KIM TURNBULL – HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER – CARROLL & O’DEA LAWYERS 

 
Next steps  
After great feedback from the COD senior management team, the organisation is now rolling 
Tribal Habits training out to more parts of its operations. The team are initially targeting internal 
processes and have identified several initiatives where online training could be created as a means 
to share knowledge with external entities. 

As part of its commitment to operational excellence and staff development, COD will continue to 
leverage Tribal Habits as a means to share subject matter expertise, bed down internal processes 
and to contribute to the personal development of its staff. 

“I BELIEVE TRIBAL HABITS CAN BE A BIG PART OF THE FUTURE FOR A FIRM 

LIKE OURS. IT BUILDS ON WHAT WE BELIEVE WILL BE A STRENGTH OF A 

MODERN LAW FIRM IN 2020 AND BEYOND – PEOPLE, PROCESS AND 

TECHNOLOGY.” JOHN WILLEY – GENERAL MANAGER – CARROLL & O’DEA LAWYERS 
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Madison Technology and delivering effective 
online compliance training fast 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
Madison Technologies needed a 
cost-effective way to train its 
workforce. The solution had to be 
rolled out rapidly and needed to 
address business challenges that 
were unique to the organisation. 

Madison Technologies implemented 
the Tribal Habits platform and 
quickly deployed ready-made 
Development and Compliance 
training modules. Once these were 
bedded down, the team started to 
create customised online training. 

Within a matter of weeks, Madison 
Technologies went from having no 
online training to a fully-fledged 
online learning suite that included 
compliance training, professional 
development and best practice 
sharing. 

 
Madison is Australian owned and is comprised of businesses specialising in the design, 
development and distribution of leading connectivity products and technologies. Their businesses 
provide connectivity solutions across a broad range of communications, audio visual, wireless and 
networking disciplines. 

Being part of the fast-moving tech space means this business has many moving parts. Innovating to 
create customised product solution, meeting tight supply deadlines and engaging in consultative 
selling with clients are all part of the day-to-day activities of the business. 

Since its founding in 1991, Madison has maintained a strong commitment to its people and aims to 
abide by its mantras of being ‘Well Connected’ and ‘Making it Happen.’ 

Staff desire to improve was the catalyst for online learning 
The results of one of the organisation’s frequent employee engagement surveys suggested that role-
specific training and professional development was something that the organisation’s staff had a 
strong desire to pursue.  

Upon receiving this feedback, Madison’s leadership team committed to meet its staff requests for 
more training and development opportunities. 

Madison does not have a formal learning and development or training function. As such, the 
Human Resources team picked up the initiative to create and roll out the new training initiative 
across the organisation. 
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Nothing fitted the bill  
Madison knew that delivering comprehensive training across the organisation would require an 
online learning solution. Due to a heavy workload and resource limitations, the business could not 
dedicate hours and hours to face-to-face training.  

When the team started looking for a technology solution, they began to hit roadblocks. Most 
solutions they investigated came with a high price point, required specialist instructional design 
skills and were pitched more towards enterprise organisations with large budgets and dedicated 
learning and development staff.  

Madison came across Tribal Habits at the AHRI conference and were immediately impressed. The 
ability for anyone in the organisation to create customised training content was something that 
stood from the initial discussions. 

“FROM THE FIRST TIME WE SPOKE, I COULD SEE THAT TRIBAL HABITS 

WERE OFFERING SOMETHING DIFFERENT, SOMETHING THAT WOULD FIT A 

BUSINESS OF OUR SIZE.” KATE ARNOLD, MANAGER PEOPLE AND CHANGE 

Start small and grow 
While the end goal for Madison was to be creating role-specific customised content, the 
organisation needed to get runs on the board quickly. To make an immediate impact, it rolled out 
the Tribal Habits Compliance and Development Libraries. These ready-made content libraries 
provided the team with compliance training that was approved by Australian lawyers and 
professional development topics such as ‘confident business networking’ and ‘coaching and 
developing staff’. This training was rolled out to staff in a matter of days. 

As well as providing the team with great learning opportunities, this rapid roll-out gave staff their 
first exposure to the Tribal Habits platform and the concept of delivering training online. 
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“THE TRAINING, AND THE PLATFORM ITSELF, RECEIVED GREAT FEEDBACK 

FROM OUR STAFF. STARTING WITH THE READY-MADE LIBRARIES WAS A 

FANTASTIC JUMPING-OFF POINT ON OUR JOURNEY INTO ONLINE 

LEARNING.” KATE ARNOLD, MANAGER PEOPLE AND CHANGE 

Perhaps the biggest win was the fact that the training content was available at any time, on any 
device. This meant that staff could access training where and when it was needed. With staff 
working different rosters and distributed across multiple locations, warehouses and offices, this 
24/7 availability solved a lot of challenges when it came to delivering training. 

Creating custom online training content 
With the libraries place, the team shifted its focus to creating learning experiences that were 
customised to its operations.  

The ability to easily create training was one of the things that stood out about the platform. The 
team followed Tribal Habits’ AI guide (Sage) who provides constant updates throughout the 
training creation process. 

“SAGE IS AMAZING. NOT HAVING A BACKGROUND IN INSTRUCTIONAL 

DESIGN I WAS UNCERTAIN IF THE TRAINING I CREATED WOULD HIT THE 

MARK, BUT SAGE GUIDED US THROUGH EACH STEP OF THE PROCESS. SHE 

LET US KNOW IF THE TRAINING WAS TOO LONG, TOO SHORT, WHERE WE 

COULD LEVERAGE VIDEOS OR IMAGES AND LOTS OF OTHER TIPS. IT’S AN 

AMAZING FEATURE.” HAILEY MYATT, EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE OFFICER 

Combining the directions from Sage with the easy to use drag-and-drop training creator has made 
the task of creating training possible for Madison employees who do not have previous experience 
in designing training.  
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Our teams are now building customised online training 
The HR team created the first custom training modules. Then, over a short period, the HR team 
were able to introduce different subject matter experts across the business to the platform and 
show them how easy it is to create training in Tribal Habits. These experts, and their teams, are 
now creating their own customised online training. Some business units are doing this work 
entirely on their own, while others are working together with the HR team to create training 
collaboratively. 

“IT’S VERY POWERFUL TO HAVE DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS IN OUR BUSINESS 

CREATING TRAINING THAT IS RELEVANT TO WHAT THEY DO. THEY 

KNOW THEIR OWN SPACE BEST, SO THEY ARE THE PERFECT PEOPLE TO BE 

CREATING THE TRAINING. WE SOMETIMES JUMP IN AND HELP, BUT 

ULTIMATELY IT’S THE SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS SHARING WHAT THEY 

KNOW.”  HAILEY MYATT, EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE OFFICER 

What the future holds 
Madison is committed to rolling Tribal Habits out across more parts of the business. The 
organisation will increase the amount of compliance training its offering and will be 
complementing its face-to-face leadership training with online training elements in Tribal Habits. 
Tribal Habits is also being written into formal performance improvement and personal 
development plans. 

“IN THE SHORT TIME WE’VE BEEN WORKING TOGETHER WE’VE 

DELIVERED SOME BIG RESULTS. OUR EXPERIENCE WITH TRIBAL HABITS 

HAS BEEN GREAT. THE TASK FOR US NOW IS TO GET THE TRAINING TO 

MORE PEOPLE MORE REGULARLY.” KATE ARNOLD, MANAGER PEOPLE AND CHANGE 
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Mercer and a small team delivering huge 
results 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
To share the extensive internal 
knowledge that exists within its 
operations, Mercer needed to create 
customised training and role-based 
learning for its employees in a short 
time frame and at a minimal cost. 

Using Tribal Habit's drag-and-drop 
editor, Mercer's team of four 
Leanring & Development 
professionals created more than 80 
modules of training in the Jan-Oct 
period of 2019. 

Mercer's ability to rapidly create 
training allows it to respond to 
change more quickly. It has 
developed an environment where 
training is created once, modified as 
needed and delivered often. 

 
Mercer is one of the world’s leading firms for superannuation, investments, health and human 
resources consulting and products. Across the globe, organisations look to Mercer’s 30,000+ 
colleagues for global insights, thought leadership, and product innovation to help transform and 
grow their businesses. 

The nature of Mercer’s work requires a high level of emotional intelligence and a commitment to 
process and detail. To continue to offer the exceptional level of service its customers have come to 
expect, Mercer knows a dedication to lifelong learning, training and continuous improvement is a 
must. 

Increasing capacity and complexity 
In 2017, Mercer’s Learning and Development team were working tirelessly with its Customer 
Experience and Platforms teams to create training which supported the organisation’s strategy. A 
need arose when the small team identified a requirement for a purpose-built, yet complex training 
program. This situation uncovered the legacy tools the team were using were clearly out of date 
and cumbersome – the team faced barriers in creating role-based learning which in turn, did not 
actively engage learners or monitor their experience and performance. The team started to look at 
how it could deliver better outcomes with the same resources. 

“WE NEEDED TO INCREASE BOTH THE CAPACITY, COMPLEXITY AND 

RELEVANCE OF OUR TRAINING AT THAT POINT – IN ORDER TO ADDRESS 

BOTH OUR ORGANISATIONAL GOALS AS WELL AS INDUSTRY AND FUTURE 

OF WORK REQUIREMENTS.” MERCER’S CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AND PLATFORMS 

LEARNING LEADER, MELISSA HALEY 
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Tapping into organisational knowledge 
It was well known that colleagues within Mercer (from outside of the learning and development 
function) held an incredible level of experience and expertise. If the team could find a simple 
method to capture and share this knowledge, its learning and development efforts and outputs 
would increase by orders of magnitude. But how could it capture and transfer this unique 
knowledge without disrupting the day-to-day productivity of its workforce? The key, according to 
the team, was to empower and compel non-L&D colleagues to create content using a cost-effective 
and intuitive platform. 

Leveraging Tribal Habits for rapid content creation 
This was when the team started using Tribal Habits for rapid training content creation. The 
platform’s intuitive drag-and-drop editor meant that staff members could create engaging training 
modules with little or no technical training required. By engaging subject matter experts to share 
their knowledge, Mercer would build a broadly accessible suite of customised training around 
approaches that were proven to work within its unique business landscape. 

Mercer saw two distinct benefits at play here: 

1. The first was that the new system would allow current members of the L&D team to create 
learning experiences that were engaging, structured and repeatable in a fraction of the time 
it took them to build in traditional tools. 

2. Secondly, Tribal Habits was so easy to use that the L&D team could directly engage with 
subject matters experts by bringing them onto the platform to create training modules 
based on their unique knowledge and skill set. 

“BY ENGAGING OUR SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS, THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE 

CREATING TRAINING CONTENT AT MERCER EXPLODED. INITIALLY, IT 

WAS JUST THE FOUR PEOPLE IN THE L&D TEAM, AND TODAY WE HAVE 

OVER 30 CONTRIBUTORS, AND THAT NUMBER IS GROWING EVERY WEEK.” 
MERCER’S CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AND PLATFORMS LEARNING LEADER, MELISSA HALEY 
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The evolution 
Once the product was rolled out, it was quickly identified that the majority of the organisation’s 
training fell into a handful of categories. Templates around how to create training for each of 
these categories were rapidly spun up. Now when a colleague’s knowledge is tapped into, they are 
provided with a detailed template and instructed to ‘fill in the blanks’, even further reducing the 
friction to create training. This information is then passed back to the L&D team, who assisted by 
Sage (the Tribal Habits Training AI) review and polish the program with a learning, engagement 
and interaction lens. 

“TRIBAL HABITS IS INTUITIVE AND SIMPLE TO USE, YET HAS INCREDIBLE 

FUNCTIONALITY THAT IS REGULARLY ADVANCED UPON. THE FACT THAT 

ANYONE AT MERCER CAN NOW CREATE TRAINING HAS REMOVED THE 

BOTTLENECKS THAT USED TO BE PRESENT IN OUR TRAINING CREATION. 
THIS HAS ALLOWED US TO ACCESS AND MAXIMISE THE INCREDIBLE DEPTH 

OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE WITHIN OUR ORGANISATION.” MERCER’S 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AND PLATFORMS LEARNING LEADER, MELISSA HALEY 

Tribal Habits has allowed the L&D team to focus solely on the learning experience. By engaging 
subject matter experts to assist in the creation of training, the L&D team no longer needs to 
develop an understanding of each training topic. Using the processes now in place allows each 
contributor to do what they do best and saves time and effort in the process. 
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“TRIBAL HABITS HAS ALLOWED US TO STICK TO WHAT WE’RE GOOD AT. 
THE EXPERTS PROVIDE TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE, AND WE CAN MAKE 

SURE IT WORKS FROM A LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT POINT OF VIEW. 
THEY DON’T WASTE TIME WORKING OUT HOW BEST TO PRESENT THEIR 

KNOWLEDGE, AND WE DON’T WASTE TIME TRYING TO DEVELOP A 

DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF COMPLEX CONCEPTS.” MERCER’S CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE AND PLATFORMS LEARNING LEADER, MELISSA HALEY 

Same resource. Greater output. Transparent results 
From a sheer content creation point of view, Mercer’s team of four L&D professionals created 
more than 80 modules of training in the Jan-Oct period of 2019, with 2625 separate learning 
experiences and a Net Promoter Score for this mode of delivery of +27. 

“EVEN THOUGH OUR TEAM IS THE SAME SIZE, WE’RE PRODUCING 

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES LIKE NEVER BEFORE. THERE IS SIMPLY NO WAY 

WE COULD HAVE CREATED THIS CULTURE AROUND LEARNING IN OUR 

PART OF THE BUSINESS WITHOUT TRIBAL HABITS.” MERCER’S CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE AND PLATFORMS LEARNING LEADER, MELISSA HALEY 

The team has created role-based, behavioural and even client-specific training, which is providing 
a level of detail and guidance not seen before at Mercer. Some of the client-specific training has 
been shared directly with the client, greatly increasing engagement and understanding and going a 
long way to strengthening these vital relationships. 

Mercer is also able to respond to changes much more quickly. Recent shifts in superannuation 
legislation, for example, required training to be delivered to 150 consultants in a short time frame. 
Within a week of the new legislation being released, Mercer was able to create an online learning 
experience and roll it out to over 150 consultants, informing them of the changes and their new 
responsibilities and tracked their understanding and adherence. 

Tribal Habits has enabled Mercer to move training from a passive requirement to an active 
engagement. By leveraging, audio, video and interactive elements like quizzes and on-the-job 
training, Mercer is now capturing two-way feedback from learners and has a real understanding 
whether the training it has delivered has been effective or not. The team is constantly reviewing 
this feedback to optimise its current training modules and to identify where further training is 
required. 

“THE TWO-WAY FEEDBACK IN TRIBAL HABITS HELPS GUIDE OUR 

TRAINING EFFORTS. IF WE IDENTIFY GAPS, WE CAN QUICKLY MODIFY THE 

DELIVERY OR EXPLANATION – JUST AS YOU WOULD IN A FACE TO FACE 

ENVIRONMENT. OUR TRAINING IS NOW SUSTAINABLE, REPEATABLE AND 

EFFICIENT– WE HAVE A SYSTEM WHERE WE CAN CREATE ONCE, MODIFY AS 

NEEDED AND DELIVER OFTEN.” MERCER’S CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AND 

PLATFORMS LEARNING LEADER, MELISSA HALEY 
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MOQdigital and reimaging training in a high 
growth environment 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
After a period of rapid growth, 
Australian based professional 
services firm MOQdigital needed a 
scalable approach to optimise its 
induction process and ensure all 
staff members were utilising best 
practices at work. 

Tribal Habits was implemented to 
replace PowerPoint and time 
consuming face-to-face training. 
The platform guided experts at 
MOQdigital to create their own 
shareable learning experiences. 
 

Training engagement and 
completion has shot up. Relevant 
company-specific best practices are 
shared across the organisation 
making induction a seamless 
process. The time spent delivering 
training significantly dropped. 

Business is booming 
As a result of acquisitions and an impressive track record of organic growth, MOQdigital has 
grown rapidly in recent years. 

With staff numbers swelling from 150 to 250 in less than a year, the business faced several 
challenges from a learning and development point of view.  

• How could it continually induct and optimise the performance of its newest staff members 
while maintaining the culture and level of productivity its current workforce possessed? 

• How could the business improve, scale and track its current paper-based and face-to-face 
training sessions to meet its rapid growth? 

• How could the business be sure all staff were leveraging proven best practices to deliver 
exceptional results for MOQ digital customers? 

With the support of the COO, the business elected to implement Tribal Habits to digitise its 
current training practices, optimise its induction process and ensure best practices were shared 
across its operations. 

A clear choice 
Tribal Habits was selected because of its ability to empower MOQdigital training staff to quickly 
translate its current training content into engaging, trackable online learning experiences.  

Experts at MOQdigital were able to engage with Sage, the Tribal Habits AI, to create training 
modules that captured their unique expertise and distributed this information to other staff 
members.  
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“SAGE IS AWESOME. SHE LETS ME KNOW IF I’M ON TRACK OR NOT AND, 
OF COURSE, THERE ARE THE FREE REVIEWS OF MODULES WE CREATE. 
THESE FEATURES MADE ME FEEL VERY CONFIDENT CREATING TRAINING 

IN TRIBAL HABITS.” LINDSAY BASTIANSZ – MANAGER PERFORMANCE ENABLEMENT 

The combination of digitising an existing training library and rapidly creating new interactive 
training content provided MOQdigital with a full suite of tailored training with a minimum of 
fuss and capital outlay. 

 
 
Delivering rapid results 
After implementing Tribal Habits, MOQdigital had a fully functional, tailored, trackable learning 
knowledge transfer platform in place in a matter of weeks.  

The team can now rapidly create learning experiences that are specific to their unique business 
environment. These topics are bolstered by leveraging Tribal Habits Development library of 
ready-made topics which address broad professional development areas — providing MOQdigital 
staff with full development pathways. 

Feedback from the team around the creation of content, traditionally a challenge in the learning 
development space, has been overwhelmingly positive.  

“CONTENT CREATION IS EASY AND FUN ON TRIBAL HABITS; THE 

SYSTEM’S BUILT-IN STRUCTURE ENSURES THAT CONTENT IS ORGANISED IN 

A MANNER THAT ENABLES THE FINAL OUTPUT TO BE EXACTLY WHAT’S 

NEEDED. THIS GIVES ME GREAT CONFIDENCE THAT MY TRAINING WILL 

HIT THE MARK.” LINDSAY BASTIANSZ – MANAGER PERFORMANCE ENABLEMENT 

MOQdigital’s shift to a digital platform has yielded vast time savings. Expert staff are creating 
online learning experiences once that are then shared multiple times. This has led to a massive 
reduction in the amount of time these expert staff need to spend running face-to-face sessions, 
allowing them to focus on their core responsibilities. 
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“ESSENTIALLY WE’RE GETTING BETTER OUTCOMES WITH LESS TIME 

SPENT“. LINDSAY BASTIANSZ – MANAGER PERFORMANCE ENABLEMENT 

The training has been deemed to be far more effective than the fragmented nature of the previous 
initiatives. The way the Tribal Habits guides creators to build practical learning experiences and 
the consistency the platform provides has vastly improved the quality of training and reduced the 
time taken to embed knowledge in new staff members. Videos, quizzes and reflection questions 
have significantly increased engagement and completion rates. A new company-wide training 
exercise delivered through Tribal Habits had a 95% completion rate within a week – far higher 
than previous efforts. 

The team now has a centralised platform that can support the structured nature of their learning 
and development program. All training is now aligned with staff development pathways and can 
be reported on in real-time. This has immensely improved the induction experience for new staff 
members and is saving the business time and money in the process. 

There is confidence within the organisation that Tribal Habits is helping instil ‘MOQdigital way’ 
of working across the team. Best practices and proven approaches are now easily shared and 
replicated, and the business is reaping the rewards. 
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SMEC and attracting, inducting and developing 
Australia’s best graduates 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
To ensure optimal performance, 
SMEC needs to attract, develop and 
retain Australia's best graduate 
talent. Delivering on this was 
expending significant time and 
financial resources across the 
business. 

To overcome geographic constraints 
and to optimise its training budget, 
SMEC implemented Tribal Habits 
to supplement and enhance its face-
to-face training sessions. 

Tribal Habits allowed SMEC to 
achieve it's three goals of attracting, 
developing and retaining Australia's 
best graduates. SMEC's 
achievements in this space saw the 
business awarded two 2019 LearnX 
awards. 

 
SMEC is a specialist engineering, management and development consultancy, headquartered in 
Australia while operating out of more than 40 countries. The organisation is a member of the 
Surbana Jurong Group, an Asia-based urban and infrastructure consulting powerhouse. From 
building hydroelectric plants to sports stadiums, SMEC leads the way in delivering advanced 
engineering and management advisory across the world.  

A Graduate Focus 
To continue to deliver ground-breaking infrastructure projects and to thrive as a business, SMEC 
ANZ understands it must attract and develop Australia’s top talent. One of the most critical talent 
groups for the organisation is graduates. In Australia alone, SMEC’s workforce includes 160 to 
200 graduates at any one time. 

Polishing diamonds 
SMEC had a long track record of attracting graduate talent to its business but had identified (as 
most businesses do) that there was a significant learning curve required to translate the technical 
knowledge obtained through university and other tertiary institutions into tangible skills that can 
be used on the job.  

Feedback from previous graduates about the training and induction process had been positive, but 
a number of employees noted that while training was interesting and educational, it didn’t always 
translate directly into skills they could leverage to improve their performance on the job. 
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The tyranny of distance 
Another challenge the SMEC learning and development team faced when it came to inducting and 
developing graduate talent, was the dispersed nature of its workforce. SMEC’s Australian 
operations are spread across 20 different sites, all of which house graduates. This vast geographic 
spread presented two key challenges when it came to training and upskilling staff.  

The first was that staff in more remote locations didn’t always receive the same quantity of 
training as those in major offices did. Secondarily, the business noted that to deliver the consistent 
training required it must either commit to costly face-to-face sessions with people flying in from 
different locations across the country or manage the duplication of effort that arose from 
delivering the same training across multiple locations.  

This reliance on face-to-face training also meant that graduate development pathways were very 
time-sensitive. If someone missed a session or joined the group outside of major graduate intakes, 
it could be many months before they were able to attend the next round of training, which would 
impact their performance on the job. 

From Good to Great 
Despite what was considered to be a good graduate program, SMEC saw opportunities to improve 
the way it was training and developing its next generation of talent. Seizing on these opportunities, 
the CEO identified building a more robust and scalable graduate development program as the 
number one priority for the SMEC learning and development team. 

A program of work was devised to achieve three primary objectives  

1. Attract and retain the best graduate talent  
2. Expose graduates to multiple disciplines of engineering so they can deliver to a high 

standard for SMEC clients and to the community 
3. Develop graduates’ soft skills beyond academic learning 
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The approach 
The learning and development team went through a rigorous process to determine how to best 
meet these objectives. Interviews were carried out with current and past graduates, managers and 
training providers to develop an approach that would best suit the business.  

At the end of this process, it was determined that a blended approach (leveraging both online and 
face-to-face training) would be the most effective way to deliver on the business’s objectives. This 
approach meant the organisation could maintain a cultural connection between graduates through 
face-to-face sessions, but supplement and enhance these sessions in a cost-effective and timely 
manner by enabling graduates to do online training in their own time. 

It became apparent immediately that a technology platform would be needed to support this new, 
blended approach to graduate induction. Until this point, all company training had been delivered 
face-to-face so no training platform existed in the business. 

The organisation knew that to achieve its goals, the platform would need to support customised 
training content. This capability was seen as critical for the team as it was understood that generic 
‘off the shelf’ training would not deliver the specific skills that graduates require to succeed within 
SMEC’s unique environment.  

The team at SMEC were faced with a decision. Commit to a full Learning Management System 
(LMS) roll out and accept that they would need to pay an external third party for the custom 
creation of their learning content or implement Tribal Habits and allow its own employees to 
easily create interactive engaging training themselves. After analysing the associated costs and 
scalability of each option, the decision became very clear.  

TRIBAL HABITS CAME IN MORE THAN $400,000 CHEAPER THAN THE 

NEXT BEST ALTERNATIVE AND THE FACT THAT TRIBAL HABITS ALLOWED 

SMEC STAFF TO EASILY CREATE THEIR OWN TRAINING MODULES MEANT 

THE SOLUTION WAS INFINITELY MORE SCALABLE THAN PAYING FOR 

EXTERNAL TRAINING CONTENT CREATION EACH TIME A NEW NEED 

AROSE.  
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The Head of Learning and Development at SMEC said the following about the decision to go with 
the Tribal Habits platform  

“TRIBAL HABITS WAS UNIQUE IN THE MARKET AS IT ALLOWED US TO 

RAPIDLY CAPTURE AND TRANSFER ORGANISATIONAL KNOWLEDGE VIA 

TEXT, IMAGERY, VIDEO AND INTERACTIVE ELEMENTS. IT CAPTURED AND 

SHARED INSIGHTS AND TIPS FROM PARTICIPANTS, MEANING THE 

KNOWLEDGE CAPTURED IN EACH MODULE ACTUALLY INCREASES AS USERS 

COMPLETE TOPICS.  

IT SET AND TRACKED ON-THE-JOB ACTIVITIES, AS WELL AS NOTIFYING 

MANAGERS OF THE LEARNING THEIR GRADUATES WERE COMPLETING. 
THE PLATFORM PROVIDED READY-MADE EXPERT CONTENT ON 

RELEVANT BUSINESS AND SELF-DEVELOPMENT TOPICS, IN SMEC 

BRANDING, WHILE ALLOWING FOR THE RAPID CREATION OF COMPLETELY 

CUSTOM AND INTERACTION TRAINING.” 

Up and running in no time. 
The team at SMEC were able to carry out the technical implementation of Tribal Habits in two 
weeks and had a fully functional graduate learning platform with custom content in place within 
six weeks. This is roughly half the amount of time it would have taken to implement a traditional 
LMS system. 

As discussed earlier, the graduate development project was established to achieve three distinct 
goals. Here is a summary of how the team tracked against each of them. 

Objective 1: Attract and retain the best graduate talent. 
Feedback from the manager of the graduate program has been overwhelmingly positive. Speaking 
how the program has helped attract graduate talent, she said; 

“THE GRAD PROGRAM HAS BEEN AN INVALUABLE ATTRACTION TOOL FOR 

OUR INTAKE. TODAY’S GRADUATES WANT TO KNOW THAT THEIR 

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IS IMPORTANT TO THE 

COMPANY THEY JOIN AND WITH THE STRUCTURED TRAINING THE 

PROGRAM OFFERS, IT IS CLEAR THAT SMEC IS COMMITTED TO 

DEVELOPING OUR NEXT GENERATION OF ENGINEERS.” 

SMEC has been able to exhibit a significant reduction in graduate turnover since the program 
started, as the figures below exemplify. 

• Year: Graduate turnover rate 
• 2017: 17% 
• 2018: 12.5%  
• 2019: 10.3%  
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Over the life of the program, graduate turnover has dropped from being 2% above the 
organisational average in 2017 to 0.6% below the organisational average in 2019. These figures are 
remarkable given that younger workforce members tend to be more transient than their older, 
more senior colleagues.  

In the 2019 engagement survey mentioned above, 79% of ANZ employees aged 18-24 agreed or 
strongly agreed they would not hesitate to recommend SMEC to a friend seeking employment.   

Objective 2: Expose graduates to multiple disciplines of engineering so 
they can deliver to a high standard for SMEC clients and to the 
community. 
Through its self-created learning experiences, SMEC was able to expose its graduate cohort to the 
full array of engineering disciplines the business engaged in. This provided graduates not only with 
a broader knowledge base of the company’s operations but also provided granular detail into how 
their role fits into the wider business.  

These learning experiences were created by subject matter experts within the business and were 
positioned to specifically address the challenges and opportunities that SMEC faced as an 
organisation. Feedback from graduates suggests that this highly focussed approach has provided 
valuable insights into how the business operates and has enabled graduates to get up to speed as 
quickly as possible. 

Objective 3: Develop graduates’ soft skills beyond academic learning 
As well as role-specific technical training, SMEC identified that it needed to develop the 
professional skills of its graduate team. To achieve this, SMEC developed several professional 
development pathways. These learning workflows provided graduates with a structured approach 
to skills that would help them succeed in a professional environment like managing emails, how to 
be run productive meetings and effective communications.  

The combination of technical skill development, understanding how the broader business 
functions and soft skill development means that SMEC is approaching graduate development from 
a holistic point of view, ensuring all graduates have every opportunity to succeed. 
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Evaluations for both the face-to-face and online components of the graduate training program 
show that around 95% of participants find them relevant and valuable. In addition to the survey 
data indicating improved effectiveness on the job, anecdotal feedback from managers shows 
tangible improvements in performance. 

An organisation-wide engagement survey was conducted in April 2019. Results from the survey 
revealed that 85% of ANZ employees aged 18-24 (likely to be in the graduate development 
program) agreed or strongly agreed that they were satisfied with the support the organisation 
provides for learning and education.  

Onwards and upwards 
Management feedback on the new graduate training program has been extremely positive, with 
the project being deemed a categorical success. In 2019 the SMEC management team committed to 
the continuation of the program stating that:  

• The content and delivery were of high-quality. 
• The program was delivered as scoped and to budget. 
• They had received positive feedback from participants. 

Speaking on the impact of the program, SMEC’s state manager for QLD and NT stated; 

“I’M VERY PLEASED TO SEE THE IMPACT THE GRADUATE DEVELOPMENT 

PROGRAM IS HAVING ON OUR BUSINESS OUTCOMES. NOT ONLY HAS THE 

PROGRAM CREATED AN EDGE FOR SMEC AS AN EMPLOYER OF CHOICE, 
BUT IT IS ALSO PROVIDING THE GRADUATES WITH GENUINE 

OPPORTUNITIES TO BECOME ROUNDED PROFESSIONALS.” 

Based on the positive outcomes delivered, the CEO of SMEC & CEO International Surbana 
Jurong Group advocated for the program to be expanded beyond ANZ and a modified version is 
currently being deployed in the Africa Division. A sister company is also in the process of joining 
the program from July 2019, largely based on the feedback from participants and management. 

THE PROJECT HAS NOT ONLY GARNERED INTERNAL PRAISE. SMEC 

AUSTRALIA’S GRADUATE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM HAS BEEN 

RECOGNISED AS A LEADER IN THE INDUSTRY, WINNING GOLD FOR BEST 

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (INDUCTION/ONBOARDING) AND 

SILVER FOR BEST LEARNING MODEL (BLENDED) AT THE LEARNX LIVE 

AWARDS 2019.  
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Queensland Human Rights Commission and 
digitising training to address legislative change 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
Changing legislation required 
QHRC to roll out new training to 
government employees, businesses 
and individuals to provide an 
understanding of the new rules and 
responsibilities. 

Paper-based training was rapidly 
converted into engaging, interactive 
online content that could be 
distributed quickly to all relevant 
parties regardless of location and 
availability. 

Within three weeks, QHRC had 
created and rolled out an interactive 
learning experience that covered the 
new legislation. Analytics from 
Tribal Habits was also suggesting 
where further training needed to be 
developed. 

 

The impact of a legislative change 
The Queensland Human Rights Commission (QHRC) is an independent statutory body 
established under the Queensland Anti-Discrimination Act 1991. The QHRC handles complaints 
and training on discrimination, vilification, victimisation and sexual harassment, under the Anti-
Discrimination Act 1991 (Qld). 

QHRC also support businesses, state and local government, the community sector and people 
throughout the state in understanding their rights and responsibilities under the legislation. This 
work includes 

• Resolving discrimination complaints; 
• Delivering training to business, government and the community on discrimination and 

human rights; and 
• Promoting public discussion on human rights. 

From 1 January 2020, the QHRC complaints process will include human rights complaints via the 
Human Rights Act 2019. The Act requires each arm of government to act compatibly with these 
human rights. This means that: 

• Parliament must consider human rights when proposing and scrutinising new laws.  
• Courts and tribunals, so far as is possible to do so, must interpret legislation in a way that 

is compatible with human rights.  
• Public entities – such as state government departments, local councils, state schools, the 

police and non-government organisations and businesses performing a public function 
must act compatibly with human rights.  
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Going digital 
As a result of the Act, there was an immediate need to provide training to a wide range of 
government employees as well as people and businesses on their responsibilities under the new act. 
While the QHRC had developed workshop materials for instructor-led training, this approach 
would not be time or cost efficient for either QHRC or those requiring training. It was quickly 
identified that a new approach would be required to quickly digitise paper training into an online 
training process. 

The QHRC had spent significant time creating training assets for its facilitator-led training. These 
materials comprised a 38-page workbook and 34-page slide deck and were specifically designed to 
capture and explain the QHRC’s expert knowledge on the new Human Rights Act. 

It was understood that to get this information to all relevant parties, face-to-face training would 
not suffice. QHRC enlisted Tribal Habits to create online versions of its training, providing an 
infinitely scalable solution. 

Up and running in 2 weeks 
To accelerate the creation of the first draft of the training modules, Tribal Habits was engaged to 
transform these paper-based training materials into interactive online learning. This solution 
allowed the first drafts of the online modules to be completed within just two weeks. 

At this point, the QHRC training team were able to start reviewing content as well as making 
direct edits to the content themselves. The ‘building block’ content creation process in Tribal 
Habits allowed for rapid edits and restructuring of content and interactions, with all changes 
instantly available for review and testing. 
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A quick pivot 
A final draft of the training module was completed within three weeks of the process starting, 
including narrated videos, quizzes, interactive images, assessments and more. QHRC were then 
able to conduct initial testing and feedback. 

The result of this feedback suggested that instead of one online module, it would be more 
appropriate to have two online modules – a shorter introductory module for easy access to key 
information, and a longer detailed module for staff more directly involved in human rights areas. 

In Tribal Habits, the existing module was used as a template to instantly create two copies for 
editing. Each of the copied topics could be quickly edited and restructured to create the two 
required modules within just 24 hours. 

QUICK TRAINING DELIVERY WAS ONE OF OUR MAJOR OUTCOMES. WE 

NEEDED TO GET SOMETHING UP AND RUNNING STRAIGHT-AWAY AND WE 

DIDN’T NEED TO BE IN DEVELOPMENT FOR SIX MONTHS. WITH TRIBAL 

HABITS WE WERE ABLE TO TURN AROUND OUR MATERIALS EXTREMELY 

QUICKLY AND GET IT OUT TO THE PEOPLE WHO NEEDED IT.” MACKAYLA 

JEFFRIES, DIRECTOR, ENGAGEMENT & CORPORATE SERVICES, QUEENSLAND HUMAN RIGHTS 

COMMISSION 

Immediate results 
After just four weeks, QHRC had two fully interactive, branded and reviewed online training 
modules, complete with images, videos and interactions. Critically, QHRC could directly edit and 
manage the modules on an on-going basis without any further costs or delays. 

The online modules launched in early July 2019, with Tribal Habits also provided QHRC with a 
branded online store to manage topic purchases and enrolments from the general public. 

 

“TRIBAL HABITS GIVES US MORE CONTROL OVER OUR CONTENT IN 

TERMS OF DEVELOPING AND EDITING IT. IT’S MUCH MORE RESPONSIVE 

THAN OTHER LEARNING PLATFORMS WE HAVE USED BEFORE, WHERE YOU 

REQUEST CHANGES AND IT TAKES A LONG TIME TO BE DONE. WE CAN 

JUST MAKE CHANGES INSTANTLY NOW.” MACKAYLA JEFFRIES, DIRECTOR, 
ENGAGEMENT & CORPORATE SERVICES, QUEENSLAND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION 

In the first eight weeks, over 1,000 people were enrolled in the two Human Rights topics (with 
another 600 enrolled in a third topic on Discrimination). Within their Tribal Habits portal, QHRC 
were able to; 

• Directly update the content in their modules with any changes 
• Publish new versions of their modules and manage version control 
• Enable automated email reminders to encourage completion 
• Upload large groups of users (such as local councils) via spreadsheet 
• Automatically provide users with unique branded completion certificates 
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Previously QHRC had relied on the older SCORM format for online modules, with content 
created by external elearning consultants. This meant that QHRC could not directly edit or 
update their content. 

“WE HAD A LOT OF INFORMATION TO GIVE PEOPLE. THESE MODULES ARE 

GREAT AS THEY GIVE PEOPLE THE INFORMATION THEY NEEDED IN A 

REALLY ACCESSIBLE WAY – AND QUICKLY – SO THEY CAN MAKE DECISIONS 

ABOUT WHAT FURTHER INFORMATION OR TRAINING THEY MAY NEED.” 
MACKAYLA JEFFRIES, DIRECTOR, ENGAGEMENT & CORPORATE SERVICES, QUEENSLAND HUMAN 

RIGHTS COMMISSION 

Uncovering new training requirements 
In addition, because the Tribal Habits platform integrates both content creation and content 
distribution, QHRC were able to incorporate more engaging user interactions and capture far 
more user feedback than ever before. QHRC staff can review individual and aggregated user data 
on quizzes and assessments, as well as open-ended questions in responses to scenarios. QHRC are 
capturing poll results from participants on additional training needs or follow-up activities. From 
the first 1,000 participants, QHRC captured; 

• Over 3,500 responses to polls and quizzes 
• Over 2,300 written answers to open-ended questions 

Utilising Tribal Habits built-in analytics, QHRC uncovered that 65% of users had no previous 
training on this content while other 20% of users were largely self-taught. 80% of users had no or 
little previous experience with the content, showing the critical importance of quickly capturing 
and sharing knowledge on this new legislation. 
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In combination, this data allows QHRC to continue improving the quality of their online 
modules, respond to frequently asked questions, adjust quizzes and assessments, record trends in 
existing knowledge around human rights and capture next steps with users. 

“IT’S BEEN SUCH A PLEASURE WORKING WITH TRIBAL HABITS. THEY 

HAVE BEEN REALLY RESPONSIVE TO OUR NEEDS. WE HAVE BEEN REALLY 

HAPPY WITH THE SUPPORT TEAM AND PLATFORM AND THE PRODUCT 

WHICH WE HAVE DEVELOPED”. MACKAYLA JEFFRIES, DIRECTOR, ENGAGEMENT & 

CORPORATE SERVICES, QUEENSLAND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION 
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Playgroup Queensland delivering online 
compliance training 

Challenge Approach Outcome 
In a regulated industry, Playgroup 
Queensland knew it needed to get 
compliance training right. There 
was a desire to move away from 
admin-heavy processes that involved 
PowerPoint and Excel to deliver and 
track training. 

Tribal Habits was rapidly 
implemented to provide online 
compliance training to all staff 
members regardless of location or 
work schedule. Compliance 
pathways were created, and staff 
enrolled with the click of a button. 

All compliance training activities are 
now tracked, and Tribal Habits has 
greatly reduced the administrative 
load of managing training manually. 
Staff have access to high-quality 
Australian lawyer approved 
compliance training and can safely 
and effectively carry out their roles. 

 
Overcoming geographic challenges 
Delivering compliance training at Playgroup Queensland is no mean feat. The organisation has 
over 100 staff including many part-time and casual workers. These staff are geographically spread 
across the state and in some cases, the country. 

The fact that workers are seldom in the same place at the same time means that running 
traditional face-to-face training session was not feasible. It was quickly determined that a scalable, 
always available online training solution was required. 
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Finding a solution that fits 
The team at Playgroup Queensland started to search the market for online compliance training 
options and discouragingly found that most solutions were complex, expensive and pitched more 
at a large enterprise client base. 

Playgroup Queensland’s Manager, People Performance and Culture, Megan Rush attended an 
industry event where one of Tribal Habits’ clients delivered a presentation about an induction 
program it had delivered through the platform. This encouraged Playgroup to explore Tribal 
Habits as an option for its compliance requirements. 

Impressed by the simplicity of the platform and the fact that it presented a fully branded 
compliance offering at a more affordable price-point than the enterprise solutions, Playgroup 
embarked on a two-week trial. Once the team got a feel for the platform and the ready-made 
compliance training offered, it elected to roll Tribal Habits out across the organisation. 

Up and running immediately 
Playgroup needed to move quickly on its new compliance training. Fortunately, there was no 
complicated implementation required for the Tribal Habits platform. The portal used during the 
trial period became the organisation’s production portal meaning they were ready to get to work 
immediately. The team were able to pull training from the Tribal Habits compliance library and 
upload it to their portal in under an hour. 

“WHAT REALLY STOOD OUT TO ME ASIDE FROM THE HIGH-QUALITY 

CONTENT WAS THE SPEED WITH WHICH WE COULD IMPLEMENT TRIBAL 

HABITS. THE COMPLIANCE TRAINING WE NEEDED WAS READY TO GO OUT 

OF THE BOX, ALL WE HAD TO DO WAS UPLOAD IT, ENROLL OUR PEOPLE 

AND WE WERE OFF.” MEGAN RUSH | PEOPLE PERFORMANCE AND CULTURE | PLAYGROUP 

QUEENSLAND 

Playgroup created compliance pathways which are essentially groupings of compliance training 
modules that ensure staff have access to and are prompted to complete all the compliance training 
that is relevant to them. The team used Tribal Habits bulk enrolment capability to quickly 
distribute this information across the organisation. 

Due dates and reminder emails mean that automations now take care of the unenviable task of 
chasing staff for training completion. 

Leveraging Tribal Habits, Playgroup was able to respond quickly and put in place a full suite of 
Australian lawyer approved compliance training. This means that staff, regardless of their location 
and work schedule, have access to all the information required to safely and effectively carry out 
their role. 

“TRIBAL HABITS’ ONLINE COMPLIANCE LIBRARY HAS BEEN A GAME-
CHANGER FOR US. WE NOW HAVE TOTAL PEACE OF MIND THAT OUR 

PEOPLE ARE SAFE AND OUR BRAND AND ORGANISATIONAL REPUTATION IS 

PROTECTED. DELIVERING COMPLIANCE TRAINING ONLINE HAS ALSO 

SAVED US A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF TIME, MONEY AND HASSLE.” MEGAN 

RUSH | PEOPLE PERFORMANCE AND CULTURE | PLAYGROUP QUEENSLAND  
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What is Tribal Habits? 

Tribal Habits is the complete learning platform for modern organisations. We provide online 
training that's easy to create, engaging to learn and simple to manage. 

• Easy to create. Allow your staff to share what they know. If you can create a PowerPoint 
presentation, you can create interactive online training in Tribal Habits. 

• Engaging to learn. Training your team will love. Tribal Habits leverages video, social 
learning and interactive elements to inspire employees to make real change. 

• Simple to manage. Easy enrolments and powerful automation remove the burden of 
managing training. Detailed reporting provides insights on real outcomes. 

What types of organisations use Tribal Habits? 
• 5-500 employees, who may not have any dedicated training resources or existing online 

learning platform. In these organisations, it is often the business managers or human 
resources team who looks after training. For these organisations, we offer 'enterprise-level' 
outcomes but at a far more affordable cost and with a simpler process. 

• 500-50,000+ employees, who may or may not have a learning and development team, but 
are struggling to keep up with training requests. In these organisations, there is often a 
huge demand for training but traditional eLearning authoring tools are too slow. For these 
organisations, we leverage existing resources and supercharge learning output. 

 

•  
 

  

Tribal Habits gives us more 
control over our content in terms 
of developing and editing it. It’s 
much more responsive than other 
learning platforms we have used 
before, where you request 
changes and it takes a long time 
to be done. We can just make 
changes instantly now. 

 

 

It would have taken us up to a 
year to create the topics using a 
traditional e-learning authoring 
tool. With Tribal Habits we were 
delivering amazing training in 
three months, and we've 
estimated the cost has been 
about 25% of what it would have 
been had we gone with a 
traditional solution. 

 

 

Tribal Habits is unique in the 
market as it allowed us to rapidly 
capture and transfer 
organisational knowledge via text, 
imagery, video and interactive 
elements. It also shares tips from 
participants, meaning the 
knowledge captured increases as 
users complete topics! 

 

 

Tribal Habits' online compliance 
library has been a game-changer 
for us. We now have total peace 
of mind that our people are safe 
and our brand and 
organisational reputation is 
protected. Delivering compliance 
training online has also saved us 
a significant amount of time, 
money and hassle. 

 

 

Content creation is easy and fun 
on Tribal Habits; the system’s 
built-in structure ensures that 
content is organised in a manner 
that enables the final output to be 
exactly what’s needed. This gives 
me great confidence that my 
training will hit the mark. 

 
 

 

Tribal Habits' video feedback on 
the topics we created is amazing - 
really useful suggestions and so 
easy to follow. People are already 
loving the training! The system is 
so easy to use, and the interactive 
elements have allowed us to make 
training a lot more engaging. We 
couldn't ask for anything more. 
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What are the top features of Tribal Habits? 

Rapidly create online training on any topic 
Learners crave relevant training. Tribal Habits allows anyone to build relevant, engaging online 
training. The content you create will speak to your learners and appear in your branding.  

 Intuitive, fast and powerful building block elearning authoring process 
 Built-in image library (2 million+ images), image editor and video hosting 
 Real-time feedback of your modules from Sage, our digital learning designer 
 Free video analysis of your modules from our expert learning designers 
 Version control, wide range of interactions, uploads/downloads, embeds and more 

Modules are responsive to any device, can support WACG 2.1 accessibility to a Level AA 
standard, are streamed on-demand in a lightweight environment and allow for social learning 
opportunities between users. 

Tap into ready-made modules – branded and editable! 
Access 100’s of fully editable online courses from Australian compliance topics to personal 
development courses. 

Our training library is more than just a random assortment of videos and articles. Every module is 
professionally designed, appears in your organisation’s branding and is 100% editable by you at 
no extra cost. Import and immediately use, or create a copy and fine-tune as needed. 

Automate training management for online and offline learning 
Tribal Habits removes the administrative burden of managing training. We want you to focus on 
unlocking great training content and connecting employees and knowledge. A range of 
automations and rules make it easy for anyone to manage users and enrolments.  

 Automate due dates, notifications, certified dates and certification 
 Enrol via 10 different methods – spreadsheets, groups, managers, links and more 
 Dedicated manager’s view, including enrolments, reminders and emailed reports 
 Dynamic training catalogue, which adjusts available modules to suit the learner’s role  

Add online or offlie events to any module, with calendar bookings, roll-calls, locations or more. 
Record external knowledge, such as licences, accreditations and qualifications for a complete view 
of all completed learning. 

Go deep with learning data and detailed reporting 
Tribal Habits tracks far more than just training completion. You can report on all learning 
contributions, outcomes and activities. 

 Training completion data for every part of every module 
 Compliance completion and expiry (past and future) 
 Job role tracking for required competencies and skills  
 External training – licences, accreditations, qualifications 
 Continuing education reports by time or points, with custom categories 
 Filter by any user data field and download all data into spreadsheets  
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What problems can Tribal Habits help solve? 

Tribal Habits offers complete online training solutions for your organisation on any stage of the 
journey. We typically help organisations with five key solutions through the learning journey. 

Manage training online 
Organisations waste a great deal of time delivering the same training over and over. Offline 
management of training is time-consuming and frustrating, and issues with version control mean 
your staff could be accessing information that is no longer accurate. 

Tribal Habits remedies these challenges by providing a 'single source of training truth'. Reporting 
is simple and powerful, while automation and reminders drastically reduce the administrative 
burden associated with managing training. 

Meet compliance needs 
Compliance training is a vital part of your organisation's strategy, protecting your staff and 
boosting the bottom line. From building a culture of safety to helping managers develop strong 
and inclusive teams, compliance training is a critical part of your reputation.  

Tribal Habits' library of engaging, interactive compliance training is fully approved by Australian 
lawyers. Our library can be supplemented by self-created compliance topics using a simple drag 
and drop editor, providing you with a comprehensive online compliance training solution. 

Convert existing training 
If you're already running face-to-face training and workshops with PowerPoint presentations and 
facilitator-led engagements, you've done the hard work. Moving your training content online is a 
breeze with Tribal Habits. 

Open up a world of new learning opportunities by moving away presentations and documents, 
and away from the logistical challenges of face-to-face training. Unlike a traditional learning 
management system, Tribal Habits has a completely integrated online training creation toolset. 

Optimise employee induction 
How new employees are brought into an organisation matters. Optimising employee induction 
reduces employee churn, engages staff, reduces rework and makes new starters productive in far 
less time. 

Tribal Habits optimises employee induction by delivering induction learning pathways that align 
new starters to organisational culture and processes, while bringing them up to speed as quickly as 
possible with consistent, repeatable training. 

Share best practices 
Over time, your top-performing employees have developed unique skills and approaches. 
Successful organisations capture and transfer this knowledge increasing the capability of their 
workforce and protecting again the loss of critical knowledge as staff move on. 

Tribal Habits' simple drag and drop editor allows anyone in your organisation to create learning 
experiences based on their unique knowledge. These experiences can be shared across your team, 
broadening the organisation's knowledge base and turning best practice into everyday practice.  
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How does Tribal Habits boost online training? 

How does Tribal Habits make training easy to create? 
If you can create a PowerPoint presentation, you can create online training in Tribal Habits. 

1. Start by importing from a library. Tribal Habits has two libraries of world-class training 
content ready to be imported into your portal. From Australian online compliance training 
to personal development training, we have you covered. Our library topics appear in your 
branding and seamlessly plug-and-play with any training modules of your own. Access 
instant training content or complement internal knowledge. 

2. Start from a training template. Creating your own training in Tribal Habits is simple. 
Start from one of our commonly used online training templates, or simply begin from 
scratch. Our building block editor makes capturing knowledge as easy as creating a 
PowerPoint presentation. Except now you have interactive online learning, complete with 
tracking and reporting! You can also upload existing elearning from legacy formats 
including SCORM, xAPI, AICC and cmi5. 

3. Start by following a guided process. Tribal Habits provides a fully guided process to 
create online training that ensures you capture the information that is most pertinent to 
your organisation. Our online training building block editor allows Tribal Habits to 
automatically format all your training content. You can also tap into free advice from our 
experts to ensure your training is on point. 

4. Allow us to lend a hand. Call on the experience and expertise of the Tribal Habits team to 
get the job done for you. Whether it be updating and transferring old material or starting 
from scratch, we're here to help. We can provide advice on training curriculums, transfer 
existing training content or run briefing sessions with your internal experts to motivate and 
inspire their efforts. 

How does Tribal Habits make training engaging to learn? 
Tribal Habits' modern interface leverages video, social learning and interactive elements to inspire 
employees to make real change. 

• A modern learning experience. Today's organisation is mobile, agile and responsive. 
That's why Tribal Habits is available 24/7 and performs on any device. It's like using a 
modern website, not an old-fashioned slide show. Tribal Habits user interface is sleek, 
intuitive and requires no training. We automatic adapt content to your brand standards, 
including modules from our ready-made libraries. 

• Social sharing and peer learning. Reflection questions encourage learners to periodically 
share thoughts with other learners to improve knowledge retention and foster a feeling of 
social learning. Tribal Habits can share insights that other users have gleaned through their 
learning journey. These connections enhance the learning experience by providing context 
and social proof. 

• Move from theory to practice. To facilitate the flow of information from theory to 
practice, Tribal Habits actively prompts users to implement what they learn into their day-
to-day jobs (and feedback about outcomes achieved). The best performing teams are those 
that continuously practice and reinforce what they learn in training. Tribal Habits 
understands this and includes built-in features to support implementation. 
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How does Tribal Habits make training simple to manage? 
Easy enrolments and powerful automation remove the burden of managing training. Detailed 
reporting provides insights on real outcomes. 

• Automate the mundane. Tribal Habits removes the administrative burden of managing 
training. We want you to focus on unlocking great training content and connecting 
employees and knowledge.  Simply enrol staff in pathways, and our set-and-forget admin 
panel automatically sends training prompts to users and tracks training progress and 
knowledge transfer throughout your organisation. 

• A single view of training. Tribal Habits is your repeatable, foolproof approach to 
training. Do away with spreadsheets, folders, emails, PDFs and slides, all containing 
different information and no completion data. Online training provides the same 
experience to every employee, every time, in any location. Tribal Habits' version control 
ensures staff access only the latest information at all times. 

• Detailed reporting and analytics. Tribal Habits reporting goes way beyond simple topic 
completion tracking. Two-way communication and feedback loops allow staff to comment 
on what they've learnt and the effectiveness of training. Reporting shows how new skills 
have been implemented in day-to-day work and highlights the requirement for further 
training—filter training data online with interactive graphs or offline via CSV. 
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What ready-made 
training can we access? 

Here’s a sample of the 100s of modules in our 
library – all in your branding and fully editable. 
Communication and Personal Development 
• An introduction to emotional intelligence  
• An introduction to negotiation skills  
• Best practice listening skills  
• Building your influencing skills  
• Coming back from a big mistake  
• Communicating effectively in the workplace  
• Communicating with management and stakeholders  
• Designing presentations that engage 
• Introduction to effective decision-making skills  
• Managing and resolving conflict  
• Overcoming imposter syndrome  
• Overcoming the fear of failure  
• Problem solving and creativity 
• Professional business writing skills  
• Staying productive: Managing internal meetings  
• Staying productive: Managing your emails  
• Staying productive: Managing your priorities  
• Verbal communication: Advanced skills  
• Verbal communication: Essential skills  

Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) 
• Anti-bullying and anti-harassment for employees 
• Anti-bullying and anti-harassment for managers  
• Equal employment opportunity for employees  
• Equal employment opportunity for managers  
• Overcoming unconscious bias  
• Sexual harassment awareness  

Finance and Regulation 
• Anti-money laundering 
• Competition/Consumer law: Conduct and Statements  
• Competition/Consumer law: Introduction  
• Competition/Consumer law: Safety and Warranties  
• Fraud and corruption awareness and prevention  
• Modern slavery awareness 
• Privacy in the workplace  
• Whistleblowing awareness for employees 

Health and Safety 
• Alcohol and drugs in the workplace  
• Colds, flu and COVID-19 prevention  
• Driver safety  
• Duty of care for employees / managers 
• Information Security: Employee awareness 
• Information Security: Phishing awareness 
• Information Security: Social Media 
• Injury management for employees / managers 
• Managing mental health in the workplace  
• Managing slip and trip hazards 
• Manual handling safety 
• Mental health awareness for employees  
• Office and workspace ergonomics 
• Risk management for managers 
• Risk management for workers 
• Safety for children and vulnerable people 

• Warden Training 
• Workplace health and safety fundamentals 
• Workplace incident investigation 

Leadership and Management 
• Delegating as a manager or leader 
• Five successful leadership styles  
• Holding productive 1-on-1 meetings with your team 
• Managing teams for better performance 
• Motivating your staff and teams  
• Setting expectations with staff and teams 
• The five core skills for leadership  
• Transition from employee to manager 

Project Management 
• Project Management: Overview  
• Project Management: Practical ideas  
• Project Management: Selecting a framework  
• Project Management: Scheduling and deliverables  
• Project Management: Tasks, time and resources  
• Project Management: Managing communication  
• Project Management: Project meetings  
• Project Management: Reporting and KPIs  
• Project Management: Costs, risks and quality  
• Project Management: Scope management  
• Project Management: Change management 

Remote working 
• Interviewing skills: Remote hires 
• IT security while working from home  
• Managing remote and virtual teams 
• Running successful virtual team meetings 
• Staying productive: Working at home 

Sales and Service 
• Best practices in client service 
• Building trust in the sales process 
• Conducting effective client review meetings 
• Confident and effective business networking 
• Creating sales momentum and closing more deals 
• Defining your ideal client 
• Developing a compelling value proposition 
• Generating upselling and cross-selling opportunities 
• Marketing tactics to help client referrals  
• Obtaining client referrals and references 
• Sales proposals and engaging writing skills 
• Sales proposals and managing the process 
• Sales proposals and pitching for success 
• Strategies to boost repeat business 
• Successfully helping upset clients 
• Successfully responding to client objections 
• Understanding and managing client expectations 
• Understanding the client buying cycle 

Talent Management 
• Coaching and developing staff 
• Creating a personal training plan 
• Discussing performance with staff 
• Interviewing skills: Advance techniques  
• Interviewing skills: Essential skills  
• Managing staff training for success  
• Managing staff underperformance 
• Mentoring: An introduction to being a mentee 
• Mentoring: An introduction to being a mentor  
• Recognising and rewarding staff performance  
• Writing effective position descriptions

mailto:hello@tribalhabits.com
http://tribalhabits.com/
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How affordable is Tribal Habits? 

1 - No upfront fees 
It's so easy to get started with Tribal Habits - there are no upfront costs!  

 No set-up fees. All plans have no set-up or implementation fees. 
 No storage fees. All plans have unlimited stored users and training content. 
 No support fees. All plans, including admin training and passionate support. 
 No branding fees. All plans include a private, branded online training portal. 

2 – Select your packages  
Choose from one of two packages. 

Creator 
In this package, you gain access to our complete creator toolset. You can create unlimited online 
training (topics, articles and pathways) on any knowledge important to your organisation. 

Creator + Library (Most popular and best value) 
In this package, you can not only create your own training, but you gain access to our entire 
library of ready-made training. Our ready-made training modules are complete online learning 
experiences, with interactions, media, assessments, templates and more. Library modules appear 
in your branding and are interchangeable with training you create. With the Creator + Library 
package you can also edit our library content to rapidly develop custom training for your 
organisation. It's the best of both worlds – create your own, use our modules or seamlessly 
customise and combine. 

3 - Only pay for actual use 
Unlike most learning platforms, we do not charge based on stored users. Our plans are based on 
'active users'. An active user is a user in your portal who logs in during a calendar month. Active 
users are counted on their first log in each calendar month and can then login as much as they like, 
to create or complete as much training as they like. 

For example, if your organisation has 500 employees, but only 200 tend to login in each month, 
you only need a 200 monthly active user plan. Don't worry if you overrun your plan either – you 
are simply charged for the incremental extra users for that one month at the same monthly rate. 
Active user plans can cut your training costs by 30-50% (compared to stored user plans). 

4 – Select a monthly or annual subscription 
Then just select a payment plan to suit your needs.  

• Monthly plans suit organisations with less than 75 active users per month. You pay for 
actual use each month, which keeps costs flexible and aligned with your value. Monthly 
plans start from $7.50 per active user per month. 

• Annual plans offer discounted, and predictable, annual costs. You pay for 12 months of 
active users in advance. Annual plans start from 100 active users per month ($5.50 per 
active user per month) and increase in multiples of 50 users.   
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How secure is Tribal Habits? 

We take security seriously at Tribal Habits. We want you to feel Tribal Habits is a safe and 
trustworthy portal for your staff, clients and prospects to build a community of knowledge.  

• Constant vulnerability testing, including during code development and from third party 
security firms (including annual penetration and vulnerability testing by external firms). 

• We are hosted by Amazon Web Servers and take full advantage of their security and 
infrastructure capabilities (including DDOS protection, IAM monitoring and full backups). 

• All data is encrypted in transit and at rest using industry standard encryption. Geographic 
filtering is available to restrict user access from specified countries. 

• Our Security Policy, Security Practices, Incident Response and Acceptable IT Use 
documentation are available for review – just contact us for a copy.  

• Tribal Habits is fully SAML 2.0 compliant and integrates with compatible Single-Sign-On 
platforms (Azure AD, Okta, OneLogin and more) for additional user security. 

A good starting point for a security review is our online Security FAQs. 

 

 

How easy is it to implement Tribal Habits? 

Very easy.  

1. First, your trial portal will become your live portal. This means most of the initial set-up 
for your portal is already complete during the trial. In fact, the workload to implement 
Tribal Habits is far less than other online platforms and can be measured in minutes. 

2. Second, you can import (and update) users and existing training records via spreadsheet or 
enable single-sign-on to auto-create new users. In either case, establishing your initial users 
takes minutes. Most of the work will be in preparing a spreadsheet of your users to upload. 

3. Third, importing topics from our libraries and establishing initial pathways or enrolments 
takes minutes. Topics are imported in seconds, and it takes less than a minute to activate 
some due dates, notifications and reminders of each topic. Similarly, you can upload 
existing training content in SCORM (or similar format) in minutes. 

4. Fourth, when it comes to creating your own online training, Tribal Habits will be faster 
than any other alternatives. We have template topics, guided processes, pre-formatted 
content, built-in feedback and free human reviews. We'll shortcut you from paper-training 
to interactive online modules in hours or days - not weeks or months. 

5. Fifth, you receive private Zoom training sessions on both creating training content and 
managing your training processes. We have an extensive knowledge base of support 
articles, built-in modules on using the platform, live admin chat (during Australian 
business hours) and regular Town Hall webinars with the Tribal Habits community. 

You can continue reading about on-going support after your initial implementation online.  

mailto:hello@tribalhabits.com
http://tribalhabits.com/
https://tribalhabits.com/security/
https://tribalhabits.com/learning-platform-implementation/
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How can I get started with Tribal Habits? 

A quick demo will give you everything you need to know about Tribal Habits and how to make it 
a success within your organisation. After the demo, you'll have access to a free, full-featured trial 
portal to you get started. 

There's no catch. You're not signing up for pushy sales calls and endless emails. There's no 
obligation or credit card required. Your trial is hosted on Amazon servers. We really just want to 
show you how Tribal Habits works. We think you're going to love it. 

Go to https://tribalhabits.com/get-started/ to organise your demo. 

  

https://tribalhabits.com/get-started/
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Other Tribal Habits Guidebooks 

 

Manage Training Online 
Examine a step-by-step guide to saving time, money and hassle with 
an online learning platform in this 60-page guidebook.  
 
Spread over three parts, you'll learn: 

1. Why you should manage training online 
2. Which online learning platform suits your organisation 
3. How to implement a learning platform 

 

Deliver Compliance Training 
This guidebook outlines the steps to build an easy, affordable and 
effective online compliance training strategy. 
 
Over two details sections, you'll learn: 

1. Why you need compliance training, including key reasons to 
support your business case 

2. How to implement an online compliance training strategy, 
including detailed topic checklists 

 

Optimise Employee Induction 
In this guidebook, we review how to avoid common mistakes and 
apply best practices during employee induction. 
 
Split into two parts, you can learn: 

1. Why your organisation needs induction training and how to 
build the business case 

2. How to optimise employee induction training with both 
online and offline strategies 

 

 

Convert Existing Training 
This guidebook outlines a step-by-step guide to transforming slides 
and PDFs into online training. 
 
With three detailed chapters, you'll learn: 

1. Why offline content should be converted to online training 
2. How to map out a plan to convert content to online 
3. How to manage virtual training for blended learning 

mailto:hello@tribalhabits.com
http://tribalhabits.com/
https://tribalhabits.com/manage-training-online-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/manage-training-online-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/deliver-compliance-training-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/deliver-compliance-training-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/optimise-employee-induction-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/optimise-employee-induction-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/convert-existing-training-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/convert-existing-training-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/manage-training-online-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/deliver-compliance-training-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/optimise-employee-induction-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/convert-existing-training-guidebook/
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Share Best Practices 
This guidebook examines a step-by-step guide to turning best 
practice into common practice with online training. 
 
Across six key articles, you'll learn how to identify and work with 
your subject matter experts and help build a culture of collaboration 
and knowledge sharing in your organisation. 

 
 

Reduce Training Costs 
In this guidebook, you can review tips and tricks to set a training 
budget and maximise your training expenditure. 
 
Over seven detailed articles, we examine how to set a training 
budget, the most common costs of training (and how to reduce or 
eliminate them) and examine more cost-effective ways to deliver 
training than expensive traditional methods. 

 

Tribal Habits Training Libraries 
In this guidebook, you can review the entire range of ready-made 
training modules in the Tribal Habits Foundation, Development, 
Compliance and Template libraries. 
 
See how quickly you can be activating our ready-made training 
modules in your organisation's branding. 

 

 

https://tribalhabits.com/share-best-practice-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/share-best-practice-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/reduce-training-costs-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/reduce-training-costs-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/wp-content/uploads/Tribal-Habits-Training-Libraries.pdf
https://tribalhabits.com/wp-content/uploads/Tribal-Habits-Training-Libraries.pdf
https://tribalhabits.com/wp-content/uploads/Tribal-Habits-Training-Libraries.pdf
https://tribalhabits.com/share-best-practice-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/reduce-training-costs-guidebook/
https://tribalhabits.com/tribal-habits-training-libraries
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